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ABSTRACT 

This paper highlights the physics capabilities or a Tau-Chumi Factory; i.e., a high 
luminosity (-lO^cm" V ) e*e~ collider operating in the centcr-of-mass energy range or 
3-5 GcV, with a high-precision, general-purpose detector. Reccni developments in r and 
charm physics arc emphasized. 
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1. Introduction 

The Tau-Charm Factory (TCF) is conceived as a high luminosity (~ 1033 cm"-s"') e*e~ 
collider operating in the center-of-mass energy range of 3-5 GeV, with a high-precision, 
general-purpose detector. The TCF physics program is broad, encompassing T and 
charm production and decay studies near threshold, and studies of bound-state 
charmonium production and decay. The ability to run at, above, or below particle 
production threshold gives unique kinematic constraints and control of systematic errors. 
At design luminosity, the collider will produce 10** r pairs/yr, 10** charmed mesons/yr, 
and lO'O-U)1 * JI V /̂yr, far exceeding the production rate for these particles at present 
facilities. The TCF general-purpose detector is designed to be fully hermetic, and of 
uniformly high precision for all particle types. The combination of high statistics with a 
high precision detector and the ability to vary center-of-mass energy around production 
threshold makes the TCF unique. Additionally, it is the only future high luminosity 
machine dedicated to T and charm physics. 

2. TCF Machine 

The TCF machine is designed to achieve a luminosity of about K)33 cnr^s"'. The 
luminosity lifetime, limited predominantly by beam-beam bretnsstrahlung, is about two 
hours. The TCF machine features double rings with electrostatic separators to minimize 
parasitic crossings of the beams in the IP region. 1 Each ring has a 360 m circumference 
and contains about 30 bunches, with a collision frequency of 25 MHz. The IR design 
involves superconducting final focus quadrapole triplets that penetrate ±80 cm from the 
IP into the detector volume, and vertical separators that start 3.5 m From the IP. The 
machine design incorporates monochromator optics, so that cms energy spreads near 100 
keV can be achieved. Energy monochromatization facilitates production of the J 1y at a 
rate of 2x10' Vyr for CP studies in the hyperon system, and increased production at the r 
threshold. Beam polarization may also be available for energy calibration and for 
improving the sensitivity of the CP studies. 

3. Particle Production Rates 

A luminosity ~10-*3 c m " V coupled with a dedicated injector (assume 2 x 10 7 s/yr 
running time) gives the TCF the ability to produce large numbers of x and charmed 
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particles, giving adequate statistics to search for the first time for rare processes at the 10" 
7 -10" 8 level. Figure 1 shows the T cross section and hadronic rate as a function of 
center-of-mass energy. Running at the peak r cross section of 4.25 GeV, 1.6 x 10** T 
particles/yr can be produced. Running below the ^threshold at 3.67 GeV, 5.5 x 10 7 T 
particles/yr can be created, and running at threshold (without using monochromator 
optics), 1.1 x 10 7 T particles/yr are made. For comparison, a future CLEO II upgrade 
could produce - 1 0 7 x pairs, and CLEO U presently has the largest x sample, containing 
~ 1.3 x 10*5 x pairs. CESR and ARGUS each produced about 10 5 x pair events, while 
SPEAR produced on the order of 10 4. 
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Figure 1. Hadronic Rate and T Cross Section as function of center-of-mass energy. 

A significantly larger data sample of charmed mesons can also be produced and tagged at 
the TCF than at existing experiments. At the TCF, it is possible to produce (tag) 0.8 x 
10 8 (5.6 x 10 6 ) D + D7yr and 1.2 x 1 0 8 (1.4 x 10 7) D°D°/yr, at Ecm = 3.77, or4 x 10 7 

(1.3 x 10*) DtD*fyr at ECm = 4.14 GeV. Fixed target experiments come closest to 
approaching these statistics: E791 will tag a few times 10 5 D events, while E691 tagged 
about 10 4 D events. With the MARK III, -5000 D events were identified. 
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4. TCF Detector 

To fully exploit the machine's high luminosity for physics studies, the detector design 
and performance is critical.2 The TCF detector (Figure 2) features a long barrel (IcosOi 
<0.95) containing a low-Z gas drift chamber, followed by a 4 m long, two-layer 
scintillating fiber TOF system. Unlike the B-Factory, at the TCF, TOF for panicle ID is 
adequate, and the TOF scintillator does not compromise the performance of the 
calorimeter tmmeditaly behind it. The calorimeter consists of longitudinally-segmented 
Csl(Tl) or CsI(Na) crystals, with ~8,000-10,000 crystal towers arranged in projective 
geometry. The long barrel design avoids a significant endcap region, and the detector is 
closed by a forward silicon tracking system and BaFi calorimeter. The 8 k<3 magnet is 
followed by a fine-grained muon system that acts as a flux return. It also serves as a veto 
for neutral hadron energy, such that neutrinos can be tagged by missing energy. 

All aspects of the detector design have been influenced by physics analysis 
considerations. For example, the tracking-system momentum-resolution design goal, 
Sp I p = 0.3% + 0.3%p, is motivated by the desire to accurately measure the endpoint in 
the invariant mass spectrum of the decay x-*5n + v t. Similarly, the 120 ps time 
resolution ot TOF system design is based on achieving >3o background rejection in the 
measurement of D°Da mixing. A Csl calorimeter facilitates measuring photons and 
charged tracks to a similar precision, and makes possible the utilization of photons down 
to 10 MeV in energy. These capabilities are particularly useful in untangling branching 
ratios and in the detection of rare processes. The capability of the muon system to act as 
a veto for neutral hadron energy is an important factor in the study of rare decays, and in 
the tagging of x events. 

5. Highlights of Tau Physics at a Tau-Charm Factory 

The TCF has the capability to make numerous benchmark measurements involving the 
T lepton and T neutrino, including measurements of the x and v t mass, precision r 
branching ratio measurements, searches for rare and forbidden x decays, studies of the 
Lorentz structure of the t-vT-W vertex, W± hadronization, and CP violation in the 
lepton sector. The TCF capabilities for making these measurements have been reviewed 
extensively elsewhere.^ Selected recent measurements in r physics, and the capability 
of the TCF to address the issues they raise, will be discussed here. 
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TAU-CHARM FACTORY 
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Figure 2. Side view of TCF detector showing detector subsystems, including low-Z gas 
drift chamber, time-of-flight scintillator, Csl crystal system, magnet, hadron calorimeter, 
and forward calorimeter and sil. .on tracking system. 



5.1 Yau Neutrino Mass Measurement 

The Standard Model does not predict the masses of any of the fundamental fermions. 
Measurements from SLC and LEP, as well as from astronomy,4 indicate that there are no 
fourth generation neutral leptons with mass < 45 GeV/c 2 . The issue remains as to 
whether or not the three known neutrino types have mass. If the neutrinos do have mass, 
mixing and oscillations between lepton families could occu *, and nonzero neutrino mass 
could provide answers to the solar neutrino deficiency and the composition of dark 
matter.5 The current mass limits are m(v t ) < 13 eV, 6 m( v H ) < 270 keV, 7 and m( v T)< 

31 MeV. 8 

Some models allow strict limits to be placed on v, and vM masses based on a vx mass 
limit. For example, in the see-saw model, m(v,) is proportional to mUfi, so a 
sensitivity of 1 MeV/c2 for m( v t ) gives a limit of 0,1 eV/c^ for m( vt)J For this reason, 
a significantly better limit on the v t mass is extremely desirable; however, the most 
recent v t mass measurement, by CLEO II, resulted in a limit of m(v r) < 34.4 MeV @ 
95% CL,l 1 a mass limit greater than the new limit set by ARGUS, but with significantly 
higher statistics. The vT mass was measured by CLEO and ARGUS using the invariant 
mass spectrum in the decay T-* 5n+ v t . Depending on the v t mass, the shape of the 
endpoint spectrum is different. In the ARGUS and CLEO II measurements, the limiting 
factors to achieving a better mass limit are statistics, background rejection, and resolution 
at the endpoint. 

The TCF design is such that the v, mass limit can be improved by an order of magnitude 
over existing limits J 2 7j,e TCF detector's central drift chamber momentum resolution is 
driven by the goal of excellent resolution of the endpoint of the invariant mass spectrum 
of the T -> 5n + vT decay. (Refer to Section 4,) The high luminosity of the TCF machine 
gives a much larger data sample, and the ability to run near threshold greatly reduces 
backgrounds from non- r events. For example, running at Ecn = 3.68 GeV results in high 
T-pair production rates without producing charmed mesons, a potentially dangerous 
background. With a 20 fb"1 data sample running at 3.67 GeV, 350 signal and 0 
background events pass selection criteria. Figure 3 shows the endpoint of the 5?rvt 

invariant mass spectrum for various v, masses, as seen in the TCF detector using 
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computer simulations. If m( v t) = 0, a limit of 3.5 MeV/c2 can be set at the 95% CL, in 

one year. 
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Figure 3. Endpoint of x -» 5/r + v t invariant mass spectrum from T decays, for various 
m(v t). 

For m(v t) 3: 100 eV, an indirect method can also be utilized to set a v t mass limit. 13 
Cosmological arguments indicate that any neutrino with mass greater than -100 eV/c^ 
must be unstable. The tau neutrino could decay through the process v r -»/ + X (f = 
e,fi), where X is a massless, weakly interacting Goldstone boson (Majoron, familon, 
flavon, etc.). The T would decay through the same process; i.e., T -» / + X (C = e,ji), 
and the branching ratios are in the range of 10'6 to 10"2. The present limits for these 
decay modes are 1-2%. At the TCF, 2o limits can be set that are two-to-three orders of 
magnitude better than the existing limits. The search technique involves '~.>i ;;,g for a 
peak in the normalized spectrum of electron energy in x decays to an electron. The peak 
could represent the decay T-»e + X folded in with the standard decay r->«;v,v t. The 

peak is visible running near the t threshold, but is smeared out at high energies because 
tracks in the event are boosted. 
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Combining these two techniques, the TCF has the capability to set a vt mass limit down 
to 100 eV/c-, with implications from theory for the masses of the two other neutrino 
types. 

52 Tau Brandling Ratios 

At the TCF, it will be possible to reduce the fractional error on r one-prong branching 
ratios by an order of magnitude or more over existing measurements. There are many 
motivations for making precision measurements of these branching ratios. For examp'e, 
the Standard Model makes many predictions about t decay rates and angular and heliciiy 
distributions, and these predictions can be used to look for interactions beyond thnst 
predicted by the Standard Model. In this context, also of interest is the poienLi.il 
discrepancy between the inclusive r —> one-prong branching ratio and the sum of the 
exclusive one-prong decays. 

Measurements of the r leptonic branching ratios and the r lifetime also provide a test of 
lepton universality. The most precise measurement of B(z-*«v,v,) to date has been 
made by CLEO II, giving B, •-• 17.49 +- 0.14 + - 0.22%. 1 4 Using summary data 
presented at DPF92, 1 4 the combined r lifetime from the LEP experiments is 292 +- ^ + 
2 fs. These quantities are shown in Figure 4, where the statistical and systematic enon. 
are shown separately. (The systematic errors may be interpreted as the full range in 
which the quoted measurements are valid, rather than as Gaussian errors.) Also shown is 
the range of values predicted by the Standard Model for B(r-> ev,vT) and x lifetime, 
where the new T mass measurement from BES, W(T) = 1776.9 +- 0.3 +-0.2,1 4 has been 
utilized. It is not clear that the measured values are entirely in accord with lepton 
universality. However, a measurement of fi(r—>ev,vr) at the TCF, with fractional 
errors at the 0.1 % level, could clarify this issue. 

Branching measurements to this level of precision can be made at the TCF utilizing its 
unique features. The ability to run near threshold means that the K and K momentum 
spectra are well-separated from e and \x momentum spectra of single-charged particles in 
T decays, as shown in Figure 5. This gives the possibility of several unique signatures 
with which to single-tag t events, such as c+E^, , jU+ £„*,,, and monochromatic 
rt + ̂ mw' a s w e " a s 8°°d it IK separation capabilities. Precise missing energy 
measurements are made feasible with the hermetic detector, including the 
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electromagnetic calorimeter which can measure photons down to 10 MeV in energy, and 
the fine-grained hadron calorimeter, which detects K°'s and «'s. Given the 
monochromatic nature of the % and K decays, particle identification only requires 
discriminating between K-/I - e and n-H~e, such that a misidentification rate of < 
10"3 can be achieved. * 5 In contrast, at higher energies the one-prong momentum spectra 
from T decays completely overlap, making particle identifications requirements more 
severe. 
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Figure 4. Lepton Universality as indicated by theory (shaded region) and by experiment 
(data point, where statistical and systematic errors are shown separately). Data is current 
CLEO fl(T->ev,vr) measurement and current LEP average lifetime measurement (see 
text). 
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Figure 5. Momentum spectra of one-prong particles in T decays. 

6. Highlights of Charm Physics at a Tau-Charm Factory 

In addition to many significant contributions to t physics, the TCF also has the 
capability to make many seminal studies in charm physics. The most unique 
contributions of the TCF in charmed meson studies will be: (1) measurement of the pure 
leptonic decays of D* and D,, yielding / p and / u , (2) studies of second order weak 

interactions (,D°D° mixing) and setting of limits on CP violation in charm meson decays, 
(3) measurement of the semilcptonic decays of D* and £>,, giving KM matrix 
parameters and the lepton spectrum, and (4) searches for rare O", D', and D, decays, 
measurement of radiative and hadronic penguin events, and searches for decays outside 
of the Standard Model. 1° Note that the charm physics program greatly compliments any 
program that studies 6-meson decays at a similar precision. Only one of these topics, 
the measurement of the pun; leptonic decays, wilt be discussed here. 
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6.1 Leptonic Decays ofD Mesons 

The pure leptonic decays of D* and D, are presently unexplored; however, they allow 
determination of fD and f0, and give the potential for extrapolating ftXI The decay 
constants fD and / 0 < characterize the degree of overlap of c and d quarks in the D + , 
and c and £ quarks in Dt, respectively, so they contain all QCD corrections which 
modify the Wqq vertex from a pure weak interaction. They also appear in calculations of 
annihilation and exchange processes. In panicular, they are relevant for second order 
weak interactions, such as heavy meson mixing. 

The constants can be determined by precision measurements of the leptonic branching 
ratios B(D* -»ju +v) and B(Dt -»/U +vM). The former is given by: 

W* ->/< +V)= g fl*0Maml\vj[l-^ , (1) 

where MD is the meson mass, mh the muon mass, Vu the KM matrix element, and x0 

the D* lifetime, and the formula for the latter is obtained by substituting MD -> MD_, and 
V^ -»V a . In simple nonrelativistic models, decay constants such as / „ and / 0 scale 
like the square root of the inverse of the heavy quark mass (the MMD term) times the 
reduced mass of the heavy and light quark to a power between one and two (the yr(0) 
term). The l/MD dependence appears to be reproduced in lattice calculations. 1 7 

Consequently, by measuring fD and / D to adequate precision, it should be possible to 

distinguish among models predicting their values. Then it would be possible to 
extrapolate to the heavier B system, for which experimental measurements may never be 
obtainable, to extract a value for / „ . 

As alluded to above, the importance of the weak decay constants goes beyond the pure 
leptonic processes, and extends to all second-order weak processes involving hadrons. Of 
particular interest is DD and BB mixing involving box diagrams, the evaluation of 
which requires understanding of the QCD corrections embodied in the decay constants. 
For example, in the equation describing BB mixing, the largest unknowns are the Bd 

lifetime, fBt, and the BB_ parameter. Since BB_ describes QCD corrections for internal 

gluon lines to the box diagram, its calculation is directly related to the calculation of fB. 
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At the TCF, the measurement of D* ->jU+v,, and Ds ->/i +v ) J are straightforward. D 
events are single-tagged, and events are sought containing only one additional particle, a 
muon, and with missing mass near zero. In the D rest frame, the muon is 
monochromatic. After kinematic cuts from tagging, the major backgrounds that remain 
are from two-body hadronic channels and from semi-muonic decays. By vetoing a Af*'s 
and using detector hermeticity for photons, these backgounds can be reduced to less than 
a few percent. Using these techniques at TCF, fD and / 0 i can be measured to a few 

percent. 

7. Highlights of Charmonium and Light Quark Spectroscopy at TCF 

In addition to extensive programs for the study of T and charm physics, a strong parallel 
program of charmonium, light quark, and gluonium spectroscopy is accessible at TCF, 
with little impact on the r and charm physics programs. It includes studies of 
charmonium systems (r]c,x), search for gluon-gluon bound states, and the possibility of 
direct CP violation measurements in hyperon (ZE.AA) decays. 

* 
8. Conclusion 

The TCF design uniquely incorporates a high luminosity machine, capable of running at 
various energies around particle production thresholds, with a high-precision (uniform for 
all particles), fully hermetic detector. This powerful combination giv. , the capability to 
make many significant, precision measurements in T, charm, and charmonium physics, 
illuminating these systems and possibility leading beyond the Standard Model. 
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